International Conference on the Prevention of Match Fixing (ICPMF 2017)

Monday 20/11/2017
Centre for Research and Dissemination
3is Septemvriou, University Campus
CONFERENCE PROGRAM

14.30-15.00 Registration

15.00 – 15.30 Greetings
Mr Synadinos, Undersecretary of Sport
Prof. Mavromatis, Dean of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Science
Prof. Christoulas, Director of the Faculty of Physical Education and Sport Science
Mr Hubel, UEFA Legal Committee
Mr Grammenos, Hellenic Football Association

15.30-16.50 PREVENTING MATCH FIXING IN SPORT: THE FIX THE FIXING PROJECT
Chair: Dr. McIntyre
15.30-15.50: Match fixing in sport: A threat to sports integrity
Mrs Gomez, IRIS, France
15.50-16.10: Coaches perspectives about match fixing
Dr Petrovic, ICCE, UK
16.10-16.30: Why sport organizations should be involved in the education against match fixing
Dr Michaelides, Cyprus Sport Organization, Cyprus
16.30-16.50: The Fix the Fixing project: Aims and activities
Dr Barkoukis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

Each presentation will last 15 minutes and allow 5 minutes for discussion

16.50-18.10 UNDERSTANDING MATCH FIXING IN SPORT: THE FIX THE FIXING
RESEARCH EVIDENCE
Chair: Dr Michaelides
16.50-17.10: Prevalence of match fixing across Europe
Mr Theodorou, KEA Fair Play, Greece
17.10-17.30: Athletes and athletes’ entourage beliefs about match fixing
Dr McIntyre, Limerick University, Ireland
17.30-17.50: Psychological determinants of match fixing in sport
Dr O’Shea, Limerick University, Ireland
17.50-18.10: Athletes’ beliefs about an educational tool against match fixing
Dr Barkoukis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

Each presentation will last 15 minutes and allow 5 minutes for discussion

18.10 – 18.40 Coffee break

18.40-20.00 MATCH FIXING IN SPORT: PREVENTION & POLICY-MAKING
Chair: Dr Barkoukis
18.40-19.00: National regulatory framework against match fixing in sports
Mr Synadinos, General Secretary of Sports, Greece
19.00 – 19.20: Incidents of match-fixing in Greece: How justice reacted?
Mrs Sakellaropoulou, Attorney, Greece
19.20-19.40: The role EU in tackling corruption in sports
Mr Kouloglou, Member of the European Parliament, Greece
19.40-20.00: The role of Sport Organizations in preventing match fixing
Mr Morirzer, Play Fair Code, Austria

Each presentation will last 15 minutes and allow 5 minutes for discussion

20.00-21.00 EMPOWERING ATHLETES TO SAY ‘NO’ TO MATCH FIXING: THE FIX THE FIXING EDUCATION TOOL
Chair: Mr Moritzer
1. Definition of match fixing [Mr Loukovitis]
2. Recognize-Resist-Report [Mr Loukovitis]
3. Types of approach towards match fixing [Mr Loukovitis]
4. Legislation issues [Mr Loukovitis]
5. Social pressure [Mr Loukovitis]
6. Morality [Mr Loukovitis]
7. Role of media [Mr Loukovitis]
8. Betting and gambling [Mr Loukovitis]
FIX THE FIXING
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